WHAT TO KNOW TO SOUND LIKE YOU’VE READ THE BOOK
Overview – Liquid Cool, The Cyberpunk Detective Series

In the science fiction/cyberpunk detective series, author Austin Dragon shows why
you never want to meet a cyborg in a dark alley. Liquid Cool is a cross between
Blade Runner and the Maltese Falcon. There is plenty of gritty action, suspense,
thrills, and plenty of laughs.
It’s cyberpunk reimagined—science fiction meets the detective thriller in an everrainy world of colossal skyscrapers. Hovercars fly above in the dark, bustling skies
and gray people walk below on the grimy, flashy streets of this “neon jungle.”
Metropolis isn’t a bad place, but it isn’t a good one either. Uber-governments and
megacorporations fight for control of the supercity, but so does crime.
Here, we meet Cruz, our private eye (and unlikely hero) in the tan fedora, in a
supercity with a million victims and perpetrators. He investigates the Shoot Out on
Sweet Street, but it all leads to a criminal conspiracy that threatens to destroy the
entire City!
So, watch out for tech-tricksters, analog hustlers, and digital gangsters—psychos,
samurais, and cyborgs aplenty—they may want your money, or your life, more
than you do.
Welcome to the high-tech, low-life world of Liquid Cool.
From the Back Cover:
Liquid Cool is the action-packed and funny, debut cyberpunk detective series!
It’s cyberpunk reimagined—science fiction meets the detective thriller in an everrainy world of colossal skyscrapers. Hovercars fly above in the dark, bustling skies
and gray people walk below on the grimy, flashy streets of this “neon jungle.”
Metropolis isn’t a bad place, but it isn’t a good one either. Uber-governments and
megacorporations fight for control of the fifty-million-plus supercity, but so does
crime.
We meet Cruz, our private eye (and unlikely hero), in this supercity with a million
victims and perpetrators. Watch out for tech-tricksters, analog hustlers, and digital
gangsters—psychos, samurais, and cyborgs aplenty. Welcome to the high-tech,
low-life world of Liquid Cool.

FIVE STAR REVIEWS
“Lots of shooting, lots of crazy maniacs, lots of action and fun!”
“I loved this book. It takes place in the future, and what a weird future.”
“A funny, intelligent (and sometimes crazy) main character…playing
detective”
“Cool and Smooth.”

Other Titles:
 Blade Gunner (Liquid Cool Book 2). Super assassins, super cyborgs, super
secret shadow megacorporations…and the Blade Gunner.
 NeuroDancer (Liquid Cool Book 3). “She’s the Dame to die for”…because she
will kill you!
 The Electric Sheep Massacre (Liquid Cool Book 4). Cruz goes to London
Prime…on the trail of murders that began in virtual reality and spilled out into
the real Metropolis.
 These Mean Streets, Darkly (Liquid Cool Prequel). This was the first Liquid
Cool novel that introduced us to the world of Metropolis and the first major
case before we even met our hero, Cruz, the private detective.

